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Coming in the Next Issue of

Bridgewater Review

Faculty and Alumni Articles
Mark Twain's Roughing It
by Joseph Yokelson

Fanaticism, Fear and Faith: The Religious Basis of Terrorism
by Milton Boyle

Development Challenges on Nantucket
by Stephen Sheppard

Poems
by Ann duCille

Book Reviews
Stephen Levine on Jerome Bruner's
Actual Minds, Possible Worlds

Annabelle Melville on G. de Bertier de Sauvigy's
La France et Les Francains: Vus par les voyageurs americains 1814-1848

David Cheney on Mary Midgley's
Wickedness: A Philosophical Essay

Cultural Commentary
The Peace Corps at 25
by Charles and Sandra Robinson

Historical Commentary
Vietnam and Revisionism: Who Lost the War
by David Culver